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Abstract

We propose a plastic potential for higher-order (HO) phenomenological strain gra-
dient plasticity, predicting reliable size-dependent response for general loading
histories. By constructing the free energy density as a sum of quadratic plas-
tic strain gradient contributions that each transition into linear terms at differ-
ent threshold values, we show that we can predict the expected micron scale be-
haviour, including increase of strain hardening and strengthening-like behaviour
with diminishing size. Furthermore, the anomalous behaviour predicted by most
HO theories under non-proportional loading is avoided. Though we demonstrate
our findings on the basis of Gurtin (2004) distortion gradient plasticity, adopting
Nye’s dislocation density tensor as primal HO variable, we expect our results to
hold qualitatively for any HO strain gradient plasticity theory, including crystal
plasticity.

The early formulations of HO SGP theories include the pioneering investigations
of Mühlhaus and Aifantis (1991), Fleck et al. (1994), Fleck and Hutchinson (1997,
2001), and Gao et al. (1999). Among the contributions focusing on the thermody-
namics of HO SGP, we mention the fundamental works of Menzel and Steinmann
(2000) and Gurtin (2002) on single crystal plasticity and Gudmundson (2004) and
Gurtin (2004) on phenomenological plasticity. Many more references on SGP are
available in the recent review paper Voyiadjis and Song (2019).

HO SGP theories may be either recoverable (energetic) or dissipative in their
treatment of strain gradient effects, or they combine both effects. For recoverable



effects, the free energy is assumed to be stored due to plastic strain gradient terms,
such as Nye’s dislocation density tensor Nye (1953) which combines, through the
curl operator, components of the plastic distortion gradient (such components are
also referred to as “strain gradients” to uniform the terminology). For dissipative
effects, gradient terms are assumed to be associated with energy dissipation. The
HO nature of the models further demands boundary conditions (BCs) related to
the primal HO kinematic variable (e.g., Nye’s tensor), or applied to the dual HO
traction. This investigation does not treat interfaces in general, as focus is limited
to homogeneous HO BCs. These HO BCs on the kinematic quantities, denoted
as microhard BCs, are usually interpreted in terms of dislocation blockage, while
the corresponding natural boundary conditions, referred to as microfree BCs, are
applicable to surfaces where dislocations may freely exit the body. Essential mi-
cron scale size-effects that SGP theories can predict include increased hardening
and strengthening (i.e., increased yield point) with diminishing size.

Since the pivotal contribution of Fleck et al. (2014), SGP theories involving
HO dissipation are categorised into incremental and non-incremental theories. By
referring to the whole gradient of the plastic distortion, ∇γ, in incremental SGP
the rate of the HO stress is constitutively prescribed in terms of the rate∇γ̇, while
in non-incremental SGP the total HO stress is prescribed in terms of∇γ̇.

Given the difficulties in satisfying the second law of thermodynamics for gen-
eral loading paths in incremental SGP Gurtin and Anand (2009); Fleck et al.
(2015), non-incremental theories have been developed on the basis of the sem-
inal works of Gudmundson (2004) and Gurtin (2004) (see, e.g., Fleck and Willis
(2009b); Gurtin et al. (2010)). However, such non-incremental theories generally
exhibit so-called elastic gaps under non-proportional loading (Fleck et al., 2014),
where abrupt changes in loading path within the fully plastic regime lead to un-
expected purely elastic incremental response in the whole body. Whether elastic
gaps are physical or not is still an open issue requiring ad-hoc experimental inves-
tigations.

Recent analytical and computational studies have focused on the elastic gap
observable, in various non-incremental SGP theories, under monotonic conven-
tional loading within the fully plastic regime, by switching from microfree to
microhard BCs, which may be viewed as a way to model the formation of a passi-
vation layer (Bardella and Panteghini, 2015; Fleck et al., 2015; Fleck and Willis,
2015; Carstensen et al., 2017).

Non-incremental theories are also known to be able to predict strengthening,
that is, finite increase in yield point for decreasing specimen size under non-
homogeneous plastic deformation. Besides this pure dissipative strengthening,
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HO SGP allows the prediction of other size-effects by assuming the existence
of purely recoverable HO stresses. Such stresses are prescribed in terms of the
current value of the chosen primal HO kinematic variable through an addition to
the Helmholtz free energy density referred to as the defect energy Gurtin (2002,
2004); Gurtin et al. (2010). In this case, a less-than-quadratic defect energy is of-
ten employed, either on the basis of some micromechanical arguments Mesarovic
et al. (2015), as for the one-homogeneous case Conti and Ortiz (2005); Ohno and
Okumura (2007); Garroni et al. (2010), or with the purpose of modelling some re-
coverable pseudo-strengthening Bardella (2010); Forest and Guéninchault (2013).
It is well established that a quadratic defect energy predicts increases in strain
hardening with diminishing size Anand et al. (2005), whereas its capability to pre-
dict some small pseudo-strengthening is limited to some specific multislip cases
within crystal plasticity Bardella and Giacomini (2008) or to particular forms of
Nye’s tensor allowing the defect energy to be expressed as a quadratic function
of more than one Nye’s tensor invariant, as, for instance, in the torsion prob-
lem within phenomenological plasticity Bardella and Panteghini (2015). We note
that the recoverable pseudo-strengthening corresponds to a very large increase
in strain hardening the instant plastic gradients set in, which is a behaviour very
different from that characterising dissipative strengthening, whose mathematical
details have been unveiled in Chiricotto et al. (2016).

Although a proper less-than-quadratic defect energy can predict realistic mi-
cron scale size-effects under monotonic loading, it in general delivers an anoma-
lous cyclic loading response that is questionable in polycrystal plasticity or when-
ever multislip occurs. Fig. 1 displays an example of this anomalous behaviour,
as it refers to cyclic torsion of thin polycrystal wires modelled in Bardella and
Panteghini (2015) by adopting a regularised logarithmic defect energy on the ba-
sis of the proposal of Forest and Guéninchault (2013). While such a behaviour
is not observed in experiments on polycrystalline wires under torsion (Liu et al.,
2013), we remark that in the case of single-crystal plasticity under single slip, a
behaviour similar to that displayed in Fig. 1 can be ascribed to an abnormal stage
III kinematic hardening (Wulfinghoff et al., 2015).

In this paper, we propose a thermodynamically consistent constitutive theory,
including both recoverable and dissipative contributions through a new HO plastic
potential, which can predict both strengthening and increase in strain hardening
with diminishing size without exhibiting elastic gaps nor anomalous cyclic be-
haviour.

We apply our proposal to the theory of Gurtin (2004) (briefly summarised in
section 1), which is a distortion gradient plasticity theory as it adopts Nye’s tensor
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Figure 1: Cyclic behaviour of thin wire of diameter 2a subject to torsion: normalised torque Q vs
applied twist κ using Gurtin (2004) theory with regularised logarithmic defect energy. For details
the reader is referred to Bardella and Panteghini (2015).

as primal HO variable, thus also involving the plastic spin. Note that we use the
acronym SGP in a general sense, also including distortion gradient plasticity.

More specifically, we obtain our proposal for the HO plastic potential (intro-
duced in section 22.2) by substituting the usual (fully recoverable) defect energy
Gurtin et al. (2010) with the sum of quadratic contributions bounded by free en-
ergy thresholds followed by dissipation. This proposal is inspired by certain laws
of conventional nonlinear kinematic hardening (see, e.g., Chaboche (1989) and
references therein) and can be applied to any HO SGP theory, even including
crystal plasticity. In fact, crystal plasticity shares with the phenomenological the-
ory the same issues on how to include dissipative and energetic HO contributions
to model the relevant size-effects Gurtin et al. (2010). For instance, the HO plas-
tic potential developed in this paper could substitute the defect energy in Gurtin
(2002) strain gradient crystal plasticity theory, that neglects HO dissipation and
adopts Nye’s tensor as HO primal variable.

To demonstrate our findings, we consider, as reference, a specific less-than-
quadratic defect energy within the purely recoverable HO theory, which we em-
ploy to identify (in section 33.2) the material parameters entering the novel HO
plastic potential. Then, we investigate two non-proportional loading scenarios:
pure shear cyclic loading (section 33.3), and monotonic pure shear with switch
of HO BCs from microfree to microhard (section 33.4). In section 33.3, as a
further novelty, we numerically demonstrate an unexpected behaviour predicted
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by the purely recoverable HO theory under conventional cyclic loading, where a
questionable interruption of plastic flow occurs.

1. The (distortion) gradient plasticity framework

We focus on small strains and rotations, whereby the gradient of the displace-
ment field, ∇u, may be additively split into its elastic and plastic parts, the latter
being the plastic distortion γ, whose symmetric and skew-symmetric parts are the
plastic strain, εp, and the plastic spin, ϑp, respectively.

Most phenomenological HO SGP theories can be recast within the generalised
principle of virtual work (Fleck and Hutchinson, 2001; Gurtin et al., 2010) along
with the assumption that the internal virtual work of any part Π of the body occu-
pying the space region Ω reads:

Wint =

∫
Π

[σ · (δε− δεp) + ρ · δεp + ω · δϑp + S · δ∇γ] dV (1)

where · denotes the inner product, δε(x) is any admissible variation of the kine-
matic field ε(x), σ is the Cauchy stress, ε = sym(∇u) is the total strain, ρ and ω
are dissipative stresses constitutively conjugated to ε̇p and ϑ̇

p
, respectively, and S

is a third-order stress work-conjugate to the plastic distortion gradient. Depending
on the constitutive prescription for S, in terms of the specific recoverable and/or
dissipative assumptions, one obtains different HO theories. For instance, if S is
chosen to be symmetric with respect its two first indices,∇ϑp does not contribute
to the internal energy and, from equilibrium, it turns out ω = 0, thus leading to
strain gradient plasticity in a strict sense.

By following Gudmundson (2004), the dissipative part of S may be related
to the rate ∇ε̇p. This allows one to predict strengthening Anand et al. (2005);
Chiricotto et al. (2016) and to formulate thermodynamically consistent constitu-
tive laws. However, as mentioned in the Introduction, this strategy leads to mod-
els predicting elastic gaps under non-proportional loading Fleck et al. (2014). To
avoid them, one may prescribe S to be purely recoverable, thus being given in
terms of the current value of ∇γ through the defect energy Gudmundson (2004);
Gurtin (2004). In this case, a less-than-quadratic defect energy is needed in order
to predict pseudo-strengthening (that is, a very high initial hardening), but this
may lead to anomalous predictions under cyclic loading Bardella and Panteghini
(2015), as illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this work, by defining a novel HO plastic potential, we propose a way to
address the issues above. We take as reference the purely recoverable approach
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and modify the defect energy therein defined into a plastic potential allowing also
for some HO dissipation. Although the new HO plastic potential may be employed
for different SGP theories, here we refer to the theory developed by Gurtin (2004),
in which S is defined such that

S · δ∇γ ≡ ζ · δα , ∀δγ (2)

Here, ζ is referred to as the defect stress (Gurtin, 2004) and

α = curlγ

is Nye’s dislocation density tensor (Nye, 1953; Kröner, 1962), which measures the
local incompatibility of the plastic distortion field, and is closely tied to the den-
sity of geometrically necessary dislocations (Ashby, 1970; Fleck and Hutchinson,
1997; Arsenlis and Parks, 1999).

1.1. Higher-order boundary conditions
HO BCs play a fundamental role. We are concerned with either microhard

BCs, imposed on the part of the boundary Sdis
u where dislocations pileup, or their

dual microfree BCs.
When the sole primal HO variable is Nye’s tensor, the microhard BCs read

γ × n = 0 on Sdis
u (3)

where × denotes the vector product and n is the outward unit vector normal to
the boundary S of Ω. Eq. (3) implies that not all components of γ have to be
continuous Panteghini and Bardella (2018).

1.2. Constitutive assumptions for the dissipative stresses
The dissipative stresses are defined as functions of the effective plastic flow

rate Ėp =
√

2/3 |γ̇p| as

ρ =
2

3

Σ

Ėp
ε̇p, ω =

2

3

Σ

Ėp
ϑ̇

p
(4)

where Σ is the effective dissipative stress, which is work-conjugate to Ėp and
turns out to read Σ =

√
3/2 |ρ+ω|. Here and henceforth, |β| ≡

√
β · β denotes

the modulus of β. These relations are the particularisation of those established in
Gurtin (2004) to the case in which the parameter controlling the dissipation due to
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the plastic spin is set to 2/3. This choice, beside being adequate to our purposes,
agrees with the analytical findings of Bardella (2009), suggesting this value of that
parameter when the HO dissipation is neglected.

We complete the prescriptions for the dissipative stresses by postulating a law
for Σ. In general, Σ depends both on the loading history through the accumulated
effective plastic flow Ep and on the loading rate through Ėp. Here, we neglect
isotropic hardening and assume

Σ = σ0V (Ėp)

in which σ0 > 0 denotes the yield stress and V (Ėp) is a viscoplastic function that
controls the material rate-sensitivity. On the basis of our previous investigations
(Bardella and Panteghini, 2015; Panteghini and Bardella, 2016, 2018), we adopt:

V
(
Ėp
)

=


Ėp

2ε̇0

if
Ėp

ε̇0

≤ 1

1− 1

2

ε̇0

Ėp
if
Ėp

ε̇0

> 1

(5)

This form of V (Ėp) allows our finite element (FE) algorithm to efficiently repro-
duce a quasi rate-independent material response by setting ε̇0 → 0.

The above constitutive prescriptions allow one to ensure that dissipation is
positive, as it results

ρ · ε̇p + ω · ϑ̇p ≡ ĖpΣ > 0 ∀γ̇ 6= 0 (6)

2. Constitutive assumptions for the higher-order stress and the new plastic
potential

2.1. Constitutive assumptions for strain gradient plasticity with purely recover-
able higher-order contribution

In literature, it is well established that a purely recoverable HO contribution
may be introduced by assuming the following form of the Helmholtz free energy
density (Gudmundson, 2004; Gurtin, 2004):

ψ =
1

2
L (ε− εp) · (ε− εp) +D
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where L is the fourth-order linear elasticity tensor (here assumed to be isotropic),
andD is the defect energy (i.e., the potential for the HO stress), which is a function
of the chosen HO kinematic variable. Among various proposals for this primal
variable, we mention the gradient of the equivalent plastic strain ∇|εp| (work-
conjugate to a vectorial defect stress in the theory of Fleck and Willis (2009a)),
the plastic strain gradient∇εp (work-conjugate to a third-order defect stress in the
theories of Gudmundson (2004) and Fleck and Willis (2009b)), and that here of
interest, which is Nye’s tensorα. In this last case, the (second-order) defect stress
reads (Gurtin, 2004):

ζ =
dD(α)

dα
We take this as a reference formulation for the behaviour it can predict under
monotonic loading by appropriately selecting a less-than-quadratic defect energy
(Bardella and Panteghini, 2015). Next, we propose a way to retain the advantages
of this formulation, whereby we aim at properly modifying its predictions under
non-proportional loading.

2.2. The new higher-order plastic potential for strain gradient plasticity
To construct a new plastic potential able to predict a reliable response under

non-proportional loading, we refer to the “backstress” nature of the HO stress de-
livered by the defect energy. During cyclic plasticity, this HO stress may decrease
in modulus or change direction according to the current value of the gradient field
through the chosen primal HO variable, henceforth always assumed to be α with-
out loss of generality.

When reversing loading, the instants at which a specific material point either
starts developing reverse plasticity or reaches the condition α = 0 are of course
in general different. In fact, it very likely happens that a material point reaches
α = 0 after a certain amount of reverse plasticity has already developed. Since the
defect energy is recoverable, ζ has no memory of the plasticity already developed
before reaching α = 0, such that the variation of ζ close to this condition is
the same as that occurring at very first yield. In the case of a less-than-quadratic
defect energy, this peculiarity leads to the anomalous change of concavity in the
stress-strain curve during cyclic plasticity (see Fig. 1).

We can modify this behaviour by following an approach similar to that adopted
in nonlinear kinematic hardening for conventional plasticity (see, for instance,
Chaboche (1987, 1989)). Hence, we substitute the defect energy D with a HO
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plastic potential P admitting a decomposition into the sum of M contributions

P =
M∑
i=1

Pi (7)

where each contribution Pi is split into a recoverable part, PR
i , and a dissipative

part, PD
i , as follows:

Pi = PR
i + PD

i with i = 1, . . . ,M

and each PR
i is a quadratic form of the recoverable part of the primal HO variable,

αR
i , defined as:

αR
i = α−αD

i with i = 1, . . . ,M

Here, αD
i are contributions associated with dissipation.

We assume the following isotropic quadratic form for the recoverable HO con-
tributions:

PR
i =

1

2
µ`2

i |αR
i |2 with i = 1, . . . ,M

where µ is the shear modulus and `i are material length scales.
We then express the HO stress as

ζ =
M∑
i=1

ζi (8)

where

ζi =
dPR

i

dαR
i

= µ`2
iα

R
i = µ`2

i

(
α−αD

i

)
with i = 1, . . . ,M (9)

By following the investigations of Chaboche (1989) and Ohno (1982) on conven-
tional plasticity, we assume that a memory surface exists in the space of each HO
stress ζi. If ζi is inside the domain bounded by this surface, there is no change
in the memory state. The memory state is here described by the tensors αD

i . We
then assume that a pseudo-elastic (recoverable) domain exists and, because of the
adopted linear relation between ζi and αR

i in Eq. (9), we write it in terms of
kinematic variables as follows

Fi = |αR
i | − α0

i ≤ 0 with i = 1, . . . ,M (10)
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where each α0
i is the material parameter setting the maximum modulus allowed

for αR
i , that is, the threshold value before dissipation occurs due to the i-th con-

tribution.
The rate of each contribution i to the plastic potential reads:

Ṗi = ζi · α̇ = ζi ·
(
α̇− α̇D

i

)
+ ζi · α̇D

i = ζi · α̇R
i + ζi · α̇D

i = ṖR
i + ṖD

i

where:
ṖR

i = ζi · α̇R
i and ṖD

i = ζi · α̇D
i with i = 1, . . . ,M

In order to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics, independently of Eq. (6)
which still holds, we impose that the dissipation rate of each contribution i is
positive:

ζi · α̇D
i > 0 ∀α̇D

i 6= 0 with i = 1, . . . ,M (11)

We fulfill condition (11) by assuming a pseudo-plastic normality rule:

α̇D
i = λ̇i

dFi

dαR
i

∣∣∣∣
Fi=0

= λ̇i
αR

i

α0
i

with i = 1, . . . ,M (12)

where λ̇i ≥ 0 are pseudo-plastic multipliers.
Then, as in conventional plasticity, the complementary and consistency condi-

tions hold (∀i: Fi ≤ 0, Fiλ̇i = 0, Ḟiλ̇i = 0) and the pseudo-plastic multipliers are
determined from Eqs. (10) and (12) as

Ḟi = 0 ⇒ αR
i ·
(
α̇−α̇D

i

)
= 0 ⇒ αR

i ·
(
α̇−α

R
i

α0
i

λ̇i

)
= 0 ⇒ λ̇i =

αR
i · α̇
α0
i

∀i

The foregoing approach substantially deviates from the usual constitutive assump-
tions within thermodynamically consistent SGP (Gudmundson, 2004; Gurtin, 2004;
Fleck and Willis, 2009b). In particular, here the plastic potential consists of a sort
of defect energy also involving dissipative effects.

Fig. 2 illustrates the qualitative behaviour of the new HO plastic potential, for
the case of M = 2 (see Eq. (7)) in terms of a scalar HO primal variable α. In
Fig. 2a we plot the normalised contributions P1 and P2, along with their sum P ,
as functions of non-dimensional HO variable α`, whereas Fig. 2b displays the
corresponding normalised HO stresses. The material parameters are set as `1 = `,
`2 = `/

√
2, α0

1` = 1, and α0
2 →∞. We observe that, while for appropriately small

values of α` all the potentials are quadratic along with linear HO stresses, for α`
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Figure 2: Qualitative behaviour of the new HO plastic potential for M = 2, ` = `1 =
√

2`2,
`α0

1 = 1, α0
2 →∞.

larger than its threshold value α0
1` = 1 the HO stress ζ1 saturates, corresponding

to a linear increase ofP1 and a lower slope of the overall HO stress ζ , still building
up linearly due to the contribution P2. Then, after “monotonic loading” up to at
α` = 2.5, we reverse the load (in terms of α), showing that all the potentials are
again quadratic and the HO stresses decrease linearly exhibiting the same slopes
they have when starting the process.

The new plastic potential may also be interpreted as a discretised form of
some unspecified HO constitutive laws relying on a material length scale decreas-
ing with increasing plasticity: each time a contribution ζi saturates the gradient
dζ/dα diminishes, corresponding to a smaller “effective” material length scale.
This qualitatively agrees with Groma’s statistical theory of dislocation mechan-
ics (Groma et al., 2003, 2007) resulting, at the continuum level, in (a) a material
length scale related to the average distance between dislocations, whose magni-
tude decreases with plasticity, and (b) a logarithmic defect energy which belongs
to the class of less-than-quadratic defect energies Forest and Guéninchault (2013).

We show next that this novel constitutive proposal leads to a response that is
free from elastic gaps under non-proportional loading (Fleck et al., 2014) and can
predict both pseudo-strengthening and increase of strain hardening with dimin-
ishing size. As a qualitative explanation, we note that in the framework of non-
incremental SGP theories (Gudmundson, 2004; Gurtin, 2004; Fleck and Willis,
2009a,b) there is dissipation for any non-vanishing increment of plastic strain
gradient. In particular, if the current value of the primal HO kinematic variable
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Figure 3: Schematics on the parameters identification for the new HO plastic potential.

vanishes while its increment does not a finite HO dissipation still occurs, eventu-
ally leading to elastic gaps. Differently, in the present theory, there exists a finite
interval of α including α = 0 in which the free energy is quadratic in α and
there is not HO dissipation, the latter occurring only when |α| exceeds the lowest
threshold value.

In Appendix A we provide details on the numerical integration of the new
plastic potential in a FE code.

2.3. Material parameters identification for the new HO plastic potential
The new plastic potential involves the 2M material parameters `i and α0

i (i =
1, . . . ,M ). Given the analogy with the backstress decomposition for the case
of nonlinear kinematic hardening in conventional plasticity, these parameters can
be identified by using a literature procedure (Jiang and Sehitoglu, 1996; Abdel-
Karim and Ohno, 2000; Panteghini and Genna, 2012). In the present context, it
consists of fitting the response provided by a reference defect energy within the
purely recoverable theory discussed in section 22.1. We leave for future studies
the parameters identification on the basis of experimental data.

By adopting the notation ζ = |ζ| and α = |α|, the dashed curve of Fig. 3
provides a qualitative profile of the reference nonlinear function

ζref(α) =
dD(α)

dα
(13)

computed from a generic less-than-quadratic defect energy D. We specify that
here the subscript ref indicates that the defect stress obtained from D is the ref-
erence stress to be fitted under monotonic proportional loading by the HO stress
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Figure 4: HO stress decomposition into M = 3 components.

obtained from the novel potential P . To accomplish this task, ζref(α) is suitably
partitioned in M parts, defined by the origin and M “fitting points” with abscissa
and ordinate respectively equal to α̂i and ζ̂i (see Fig. 3). We note that, in the case
here of interest in whichD allows the prediction of pseudo-strengthening, in order
to accurately reproduce ζref(α) the density of “fitting points” should increase with
decreasing α.

Each material parameter α0
i is simply set equal to α̂i. Then, in order to com-

pute the length scale parameters `i, we compute theM non-zero slopesmi defined
in Fig. 3 (see also Fig. 4) from Eqs. (8) and (9) as:

mi = µ
M∑
j=i

`2
j with i = 1, . . . ,M (14)

or in the following recursive form:

mi = µ`2
i +mi+1 with i = 1, . . . ,M (15)

in which one has to set mM+1 = 0, corresponding to Fi = 0 ∀i (see Eq. (10)).
Note that all the M terms in Eq. (8) contribute to the first slope m1 = µ

∑M
j=1 `

2
j ,

corresponding to Fj < 0 ∀j. Alternatively, the M non-zero slopes may be ex-
pressed by the fitting points (see Fig. 3):

mi =
ζ̂i − ζ̂i−1

α̂i − α̂i−1

with i = 1, . . . ,M (16)
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By equating the constitutive expressions for the slopes (14) with the slopes ex-
pressed by the fitting points (16), we obtain the material length scales as

`i =

√
mi −mi+1

µ
if i = 1, . . . ,M − 1 , `M =

√
mM

µ
(17)

Note that the length scales `i of the HO plastic potential P depend on the form of
the reference defect energy D and the value(s) of its reference length scale(s). 1

3. Results under non-proportional loading and discussion

We have implemented the new theory into the FE software Simulia ABAQUS
(Dassault Systèmes, 2013), through a user element subroutine (uel). This has
been accomplished within the H(curl) FE formulation proposed in Panteghini
and Bardella (2018) to appropriately account for the kinematic HO BCs (3). The
algorithm provided in detail in Panteghini and Bardella (2018) can be straightfor-
wardly modified to the case of the present theory by using the numerical integra-
tion given in Appendix A for the new HO potential.

To demonstrate the features of our proposal (in sections 23.3 and 23.4) we
focus on the simple shear of a constrained strip, described next, and we consider
a less-than-quadratic power-law defect energy, whose connection with the novel
HO potential is reported in detail in section 33.2.

3.1. The adopted boundary value problem
The considered benchmark, that is the simple shear of a constrained strip, is

illustrated in Fig. 5. The strip, of height H , is unbounded along the x direc-
tion, which is the direction of the applied shearing displacement ΓH , expressed
in terms of the “applied shear” Γ(t). The conventional BCs read:

ux(0) = uy(0) = uy(H) = 0 , ux(H) = ΓH

implying that τxy is the sole non-vanishing component of the Cauchy stress, which
turns out to be spatially uniform, under either microhard or microfree HO BCs.
Since the early investigations of Niordson and Hutchinson (2003) and Bittencourt

1We remark that the defect energy may depend on more than one length scale parameter, as for
instance in the torsion problem, where the usefulness of expressing the defect energy in terms of
two invariants of Nye’s tensor has been established Bardella and Panteghini (2015).
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Figure 5: Simple shear problem: geometry and BCs.

et al. (2003), this benchmark has been the most utilised to demonstrate the capa-
bilities of HO SGP theories because of its simplicity along with the possibility of
triggering plastic strain gradients by imposing microhard BCs.

Within any phenomenological SGP theory adopting exclusively Nye’s tensor
as primal HO variable, the microhard BCs read:

γyx(0) = γyx(H) = 0 (18)

Moreover, the sole non-vanishing component of Nye’s tensor is

αyz = −dγyx
dy

(19)

The strip is discretised along its height with a column of 382H(curl) 4-noded FEs
(as in Panteghini and Bardella (2018)).

We present and discuss the results by focusing on the comparison between
the purely recoverable HO formulation endowed with less-than-quadratic defect
energy and the theory based on the novel HO plastic potential. We consider three
different reference length scales, corresponding to

`en =
H

100
,
H

50
,
H

25
(20)

3.2. The adopted higher-order material behaviour
We select the following power-law for the reference defect energy, charac-

terised by the positive material parameters k and `en:

D =
1

k + 1
µ|`enα|k+1 (21)
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such that, from Eq. (13), the reference defect stress reads:

ζref = µ`k+1
en |α|k−1α (22)

For our purposes, it is important to adopt a suitably small power-law exponent
corresponding to a less-than-quadratic defect energy predicting relevant pseudo-
strengthening. In this work we set k = 0.3.

Combination of Eqs. (16), (17), and (22) leads to

`i = `
k+1
2

en

√
α̂k
i − α̂k

i−1

α̂i − α̂i−1

−
α̂k
i+1 − α̂k

i

α̂i+1 − α̂i

if i = 1, . . . ,M−1 , `M = `
k+1
2

en

√
α̂k
M − α̂k

M−1

α̂M − α̂M−1

(23)
In discussing the results in sections 33.3 and 33.4, we consider three different
reference length scales `en according to Eq. (20), whereas, for the other material
parameters, we employ shear modulus µ = 26.3 GPa and yield stress σ0 = 200
MPa.

The parameters α0
i and `i for the novel plastic potential are identified as ex-

plained in section 22.3, on the basis of a scalar |α| − |ζ| response curve. We have
obtained satisfactory results by setting M = 8 (see Eq. (7)), the maximum value
α̂8H equal to 0.07, and by discretising the |α| − |ζ| curve in such a way that
α̂i+1 − α̂i = 4(α̂i − α̂i−1) (that is, a “bias” equal to 4). We note that this identifi-
cation leads to quite large values of the length scale parameters `i, with particular
reference to `1, consistently with the very large size-dependent initial hardening
corresponding to pseudo-strengthening. For instance, in the case H/`en = 25, we
obtain `1/`en ≈ 237.5. In Appendix B we analyse the influence of the parameter
M .

3.3. Cyclic loading under microhard boundary conditions
We first focus on the cyclic response under microhard BCs (18). In these

analyses the cycle amplitude is ±4Γ0, with

Γ0 =
σ0√
3µ

denoting the applied shear at first yield in conventional rate-independent plasticity,
reached at the time T . Then, the applied shear rate is defined as

Γ̇ =
Γ0

T
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Figure 6: Cyclic response under microhard BCs. Dashed lines refer to the purely recoverable
model with less-than-quadratic defect energy, whereas solid lines refer to the novel HO plastic
potential.

We set T = 1 s, such that Γ̇ = Γ0 s−1, and, unless otherwise specified, the
reference strain rate in the viscoplastic function (5) ε̇0 = 10−5 s−1, which results
in negligible rate-dependence of the overall behaviour.

In Fig. 6 we present the results in terms of curves of Cauchy stress vs ap-
plied shear. We first note that, independent of the formulation, the two curves
related to the larger strips exhibit some hardening, which is not observed in the
case H/`en = 25; the reason is that the smaller the strip the larger the pseudo-
strengthening, thus the shear stress threshold is attained earlier. 2 This compar-
ison demonstrates that during the first loading cycle, before reversing the strain
rate for the first time, the overall mechanical behaviour predicted by the two for-
mulations is basically identical. Moreover, with reference to monotonic loading,
the new HO plastic potential allows us to pointwise reproduce any field variable
as predicted by the purely recoverable HO formulation. For example, in the case
`en = H/100, Fig. 7 displays |α| along the strip at the end of the first loading step,
i.e. for Γ = 4Γ0, showing a very good agreement between the two formulations.

More importantly, as specifically illustrated in Fig. 8, the mechanical be-

2By neglecting isotropic hardening, as in the present investigation, the simple shear benchmark
exhibits a shear stress threshold, whose analytical expression has been obtained in Panteghini
and Bardella (2018) for the case of quadratic defect energy within the purely recoverable HO
formulation of Gurtin (2004) theory.
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Figure 7: |α| along the strip at the end of the first loading step, Γ = 4Γ0, for H/`en = 100. The
dashed line refers to the model with less-than-quadratic defect energy, whereas the solid line refers
to the model with the new HO plastic potential.
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Figure 8: Evolution of εpxy(y = H/2) for H/`en = 50. The dashed line refers to model with
the less-than-quadratic defect energy, whereas the solid line refers to the model with the new HO
plastic potential. Red arrows indicate the loading direction. The detail shows the presence of a
pseudo-elastic gap.

haviour predicted by adopting a less-than-quadratic defect energy not only is af-
fected by a change of concavity during the cycle, but it also seems to exhibit
unexpected interruptions of plastic flow, as in sort of pseudo-elastic gaps. In fact,
for the case H/`en = 50, Fig. 8 compares the predictions of εpxy in the first cycle
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Figure 9: Normalised increment of effective plastic flow along the strip during the pseudo-elastic
gaps” for H/`en = 50 and ε̇0 = 10−20 s−1.

at a point located at the strip midplane (y = H/2), showing that, during reverse
plasticity, the model adopting a less-than-quadratic defect energy predicts a finite
(negative) loading increment ∆Γ in which, numerically, no variation of εpxy oc-
curs, thus closely resembling a purely elastic incremental response. Moreover,
our numerical experiment exhibits the pseudo-elastic gap twice: the first one dur-
ing the first unloading at Γ = 0.621Γ0, the second one during the second cycle,
at Γ = −0.247Γ0. We are unaware of any investigation reporting this behaviour,
which, as demonstrated in the following, has to be attributed to a very high strain
hardening when the non-zero component of Nye’s tensor changes sign, while, in a
strict sense, elastic gaps are associated with HO dissipation in non-incremental
SGP (see Willis (2019) and references therein). Anyway, the most important
result, here, is that the theory adopting the new HO plastic potential predicts a
response free from pseudo-elastic gaps.

Delving into numerical details, Fig. 9 reports the normalised increment of
effective plastic flow, ∆Ep, along the strip during the two pseudo-elastic gaps.
Note that, in order to minimise the viscoplastic effects, these results are obtained
by setting ε̇0 = 10−20 s−1. ∆Ep turns out to be extremely small: its maximum
value, at y = H/2, is only 2·10−4 times the applied shear increment ∆Γ. Although
we remark that these occurrences may not be referred to as elastic gaps in a strict
sense Fleck et al. (2014); Willis (2019), our numerical analysis allows us to infer
that, at least from an engineering point of view, we are facing unexpected purely
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Figure 10: εpxy and ϑpxy along the strip during the two pseudo-elastic gaps in the case H/`en = 50.

elastic loading increments. Among the numerical issues that might affect their
recognition, we mention the difficulty in defining exactly the instant in which
they occur during the FE analysis, the adopted viscoplastic framework, and the
need of smoothing out the singularity of the less-than-quadratic defect energy by
approximating its real gradient with an appropriately large slope for suitably small
|α|.

Fig. 10 shows the profiles of the plastic strain and spin during the two pseudo-
elastic gaps. It is interesting to observe that in both cases it numerically results
that εpxy = ϑp

xy implying γyx ≡ 0 and γxy = 2εpxy all over the strip. Given that
Nye’s tensor depends on γyx for the present problem (see Eq. (19)), this implies
that α vanishes during the pseudo-elastic gaps, thus demonstrating that they are
due to very large size-dependent hardening consistent with a less-than-quadratic
defect energy.

Returning to the direct comparison between the two formulations, Fig. 11 dis-
plays the sole non-vanishing Nye’s tensor component αyz evaluated at the bound-
ary (y = 0) as a function of Γ, and refers to the largest material length scale
considered, H/`en = 25, thus emphasising the role of plastic gradients. We ob-
serve the main differences in the two formulations when, after unloading, plas-
ticity resumes and, later, when αyz changes sign. In particular, in the reference
formulation (dashed curves in Fig. 11) plasticity resumes by exhibiting a strong
discontinuity in the slope of the curve αyz(Γ). Then, when αyz changes sign the
curve αyz(Γ) changes concavity. By adopting the new formulation we do not
observe these peculiarities of the reference formulation.

Moreover, Fig. 11 shows the dependence of the response on the strain rate
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reference formulation (dashed curves) and the new formulation (continuous curves), along with
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loading direction. Data refer to H/`en = 25.

sensitivity parameter: black curves refer to ε̇0 = 10−5 s−1, while red curves refer
to ε̇0 = 10−8 s−1. We observe that the reference formulation is more sensitive to
rate effects, as the dashed curves are not superposed and the black curve exhibits
some small rate-dependence. This notwithstanding, we note that, overall, the pro-
posed viscoplastic formulation allows us to set ε̇0 in such a way as to efficiently
approach rate-independence.

We can provide an interpretation of the behaviours displayed in Fig. 11 by
resorting to the following HO balance equation, specific for the simple shear case:

ρxy − τxy +
1

2

dζyz
dy

= 0 (24)

In both formulations, when plasticity resumes the Cauchy shear stress τxy has
changed sign and this is mainly adjusted, in Eq. (24), by the dissipative stress
ρxy, which is conjugate to the plastic strain rate. However, the inherent change
in the plastic strain profile causes a change of its gradient, implying a change
of the HO stress ζyz. By referring to the stress values reached at the end of the
previous loading stage, the relative change of ζyz should be much smaller than
those of τxy and ρxy. However, such variation leads to conspicuous differences
in the two formulations, as seen from Fig. 11: in the reference formulation a
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relatively large variation of αyz follows a relatively small variation of ζyz, while
the same variation of ζyz is followed by a much smaller (and smoother) variation
of αyz in the new formulation. This is due to the chosen less-than-quadratic defect
energy in contrast to the unloading behaviour of the new HO plastic potential (see
Fig. 2).

3.4. Non-proportional loading due to the switch from microfree to microhard
boundary conditions

Since Fleck et al. (2014), the sudden change of HO BCs from microfree to
microhard, mechanically simulating the formation of a passivation layer, has been
studied extensively in the SGP literature. In fact, if such a switch in BCs occurs
after plasticity has developed by monotonically increasing a conventional load
(e.g., the applied shear Γ in simple shear), it is well established (see Willis (2019)
and references therein) that, with reference to the HO dissipation, non-incremental
SGP theories (e.g., (Gudmundson, 2004; Fleck and Willis, 2009a,b; Gurtin et al.,
2010)) exhibit an elastic gap. On the basis of this benchmark, here we demonstrate
that the plastic potential proposed in this work, although it allows for some HO
dissipation (associated with |α| exceeding any threshold value α0

i ), does not lead
to any elastic gap under non-proportional loading.

In order to illustrate the effect of passivation, we refer to the caseH/`en = 100
and to the rate sensitivity ε̇0 = 1 · 10−8 s−1, the latter being small enough to
approach rate-independence (in fact, we have checked that setting ε̇0 = 1 · 10−7

s−1 leads to the same results). Until Γ = 1.5Γ0 the strip is under microfree BCs,
leading to spatially uniform distortion fields. Then, we switch to microhard BCs
by imposing that γyx(0) and γyx(H) may not change with respect to the value
reached at Γ = 1.5Γ0. We finally impose the applied shear Γ = 2Γ0.

Fig. 12 displays the non-dimensional Cauchy stress as a function of Γ, clearly
exhibiting perfect plasticity until passivation occurs (Γ = 1.5Γ0) and response
curve almost independent of the adopted formulation.

In order to see whether or not an elastic gap occurs one should compare, in the
response curves of Fig. 12, the slope immediately after passivation with the lin-
ear elastic one. Here, in Fig. 13, we more conveniently focus on ∆Ep(y = H/2)
along the whole loading history. We observe that, in this specific analysis, the drop
of ∆Ep immediately after passivation is much larger with the (reference) formu-
lation based on less-than-quadratic defect energy, which completely neglects HO
dissipation, thus being free from elastic gaps. More specifically, with the new
formulation we obtain ∆Ep ≈ 0.03∆Γ after passivation, which is even one or-
der of magnitude larger than the effective plastic flow increment predicted by the
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Figure 12: Stress-strain curve in simple shear under non-proportional loading due to passivation.
The black line refers to the model with the new HO plastic potential, while the red line refers to
the model with the less-than-quadratic defect energy.
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The black line refers to the model with the new HO plastic potential, while the red line refers to the
model with the less-than-quadratic defect energy. The small discrepancy between the two curves
at about the end of the loading history is due to different automatic adaptive time stepping for the
two analyses.

reference formulation. This numerically demonstrates that the new HO plastic
potential leads to predictions free from elastic gaps.
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4. Concluding remarks

Strain gradient plasticity (SGP) theories constructed on the basis of a purely
recoverable higher-order (HO) contribution governed by a less-than-quadratic de-
fect energy have been developed in literature Ohno and Okumura (2007); Bardella
(2010); Forest and Guéninchault (2013); Bardella and Panteghini (2015); El-Naaman
et al. (2019) to predict some pseudo-strengthening alternative to the strengthen-
ing characterising SGP theories including non-incremental HO dissipation (Gud-
mundson, 2004; Fleck and Willis, 2009a,b; Gurtin et al., 2010; Chiricotto et al.,
2016). In fact, non-incremental HO SGP theories suffer unexpected interruptions
of plastic flow, referred to as elastic gaps, under non-proportional loading Fleck
et al. (2014).

However, within phenomenological (polycrystal) plasticity, HO SGP theories
based on a less-than-quadratic defect energy provide questionable mechanical re-
sponse under cyclic loading. Indeed, the predicted effective stress-strain curves
are characterised by a change of concavity during reverse plasticity (Bardella and
Panteghini, 2015), which is not observed in experiments (Liu et al., 2013).

In this work, by following an approach similar to that adopted for nonlinear
kinematic hardening in conventional (size-independent) plasticity Ohno (1982);
Chaboche (1987, 1989), we have formulated a thermodynamically consistent plas-
tic potential admitting both recoverable and dissipative HO effects, which allows
for predictions free from the above mentioned drawbacks.

We have demonstrated our findings by focusing on the simple shear bench-
mark within the framework of Gurtin (2004) SGP, adopting Nye’s dislocation den-
sity tensor as HO primal kinematic variable. We have identified, under monotonic
loading, the material parameters entering the new HO potential on the basis of a
specific power-law less-than-quadratic defect energy taken as reference, as it de-
livers conspicuous pseudo-strengthening. Hence, the results provided by the new
formulation and by the reference purely recoverable HO formulation are numeri-
cally coincident, both macroscopically and pointwise, under monotonic loading,
whereas solely the new formulation predicts a reliable response under cyclic con-
ditions.

Moreover, by resorting to the much studied non-proportional loading consist-
ing of switching HO boundary conditions from microfree to microhard within the
plastic regime (see Willis (2019) and references therein), we have established that
the new formulation is free from elastic gaps, even though involving HO dissipa-
tion.

The discussion on the reasons for the convenient features exhibited by the
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proposed formulation suggests that totally similar results may be obtained by pre-
scribing a similar HO potential in SGP frameworks based on different HO primal
kinematic variables, even in the case of crystal plasticity.

Future investigations shall focus on the identification of the material param-
eters entering the new HO plastic potential on the basis of experimental results,
with priority on the data for cyclic torsion of Liu et al. (2013), where the HO
plastic potential should be a function of two invariants of Nye’s tensor, as estab-
lished by Bardella and Panteghini (2015), who could model the size-effects under
monotonic torsion by resorting to a logarithmic defect energy.
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A. Numerical integration

In this work we refer to the FE implementation presented in Panteghini and
Bardella (2018). Here, we explain how to extend that FE code to include the
new HO plastic potential, through an algorithm to provide the new HO stress ζ
and its gradient dζ/dα. To this purpose, we adopt a Backward Euler approach
based on predictor-corrector algorithm. The integration procedure is similar to
that described in Panteghini and Genna (2012) for a standard nonlinear kinematic
hardening model. In our notation, at time tn we know all the relevant quantities,
with the objective of computing them at time tn+1. The symbol ∆f denotes the
increment f(tn+1) − f(tn) of any variable f . Note that henceforth we drop the
subscript n+ 1 and, unless otherwise specified, we refer all quantities to the time
tn+1.
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We can compute the HO stress ζ from Eq. (8) once each of itsM contributions
ζi is known. Hence, we define a trial value of αR

i as

αR∗
i = α−αD

i,n

From Eq. (10) it results that if

|αR∗
i | − α0

i ≤ 0 (25)

no dissipation occurs and then

αR
i = αR∗

i , ∆αD
i = 0, ζi = µ`2

iα
R∗
i

If Eq. (25) is violated, the predictor αR∗
i is not acceptable and we correct it such

that
|αR

i | − α0
i = 0 (26)

On the one hand, by applying the Backward Euler rule to Eq. (12) we obtain

∆αD
i =

αR
i

α0
i

∆λi (27)

On the other hand, the actual value of αR
i at tn+1 must be given by

αR
i = αR∗

i −∆αD
i (28)

Combination of Eqs. (27) and (28) yields ∆αD
i = ∆λiα

R∗
i /(1 + ∆λi), whose

substitution into Eq. (28) provides

αR
i =

αR∗
i

1 + ∆λi
(29)

We can now compute the multiplier ∆λi by combining Eqs. (26) and (29):

∆λi =
|αR∗

i |
α0
i

− 1 (30)

Substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (29) gives

αR
i = α0

i

αR∗
i

|αR∗
i |

(31)
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and, finally, we determine ∆αD
i by combining Eqs. (28) and (31):

∆αD
i = αR∗

i −αR
i =

(
1− α0

i

|αR∗
i |

)
αR∗

i

Hence, from Eq. (31) and definition (9), the contribution ζi to the HO stress reads:

ζi = µ`2
iα

0
i

αR∗
i

|αR∗
i |

The consistent Jacobian for the FE algorithm requires the computation of the
derivative

dζ
dα

=
M∑
i=1

∂ζi
∂α

In particular, if Eq. (26) is satisfied, it results:

dζi
dα

= µ`2
i I

where I denotes the fourth-order identity tensor. Otherwise, if |αR∗
i | − α0

i > 0,
we have

dζi
dα

= µ`2
iα

0
i

(
I

|αR∗
i |
− α

R∗
i ⊗αR∗

i

|αR∗
i |3

)
where ⊗ denotes the tensor product.

B. On the choice of the numberM of contributions in the new plastic poten-
tial

Here, we aim at giving an insight on the influence of the chosen number M
of contributions for the new HO plastic potential. To this purpose, we focus on
the benchmark of section 33.3, including the data provided in section 33.2 for the
reference defect energy.

For the case H/`en = 100, we consider M = 3, 4, and 8. Fig. 14 shows,
in terms of both stress-strain curve and Nye’s tensor profile along the strip, how
increasing M leads to a more accurate response, by comparison with the ref-
erence response of the purely recoverable formulation with less-than-quadratic
power-law defect energy. Moreover, Fig. 14 shows that M = 8 is adequate to
demonstrate our results.
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Figure 14: Influence of the parameter M on the response predicted by the new HO plastic poten-
tial: cyclic behaviour (left) and |α| at the end of the first loading step, Γ = 4Γ0 (right). Data refer
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